Abstract. Convex geometries are closure systems satisfying the anti-exchange axiom. Every finite convex geometry can be embedded into a convex geometry of finitely many points in an n-dimensional space equipped with a convex hull operator, by the result of K. Kashiwabara, M. Nakamura and Y. Okamoto (2005) . Allowing circles rather than points, as was suggested by G. Czédli (2014), may presumably reduce the dimension for representation. This paper introduces a property, the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule, which is satisfied by all convex geometries of circles on a plane, and we show that it does not hold in all finite convex geometries. This raises a number of representation problems for convex geometries, which may allow us to better understand the properties of Euclidean space related to its dimension.
Introduction
Convex geometries were studied from different perspectives and under different names since the 1930s. R.P. Dilworth [9] knew them as lattices with unique irredundant decompositions, and B. Monjardet mentions many ways the convex geometries were rediscovered before the mid-80s [15] . An important survey by P.H. Edelman and R.E. Jamison [10] included results on several equivalent definitions of finite convex geometries and outlined a program for future studies, suggesting a list of open problems.
Convex geometries are interesting combinatorial objects which generalize a notion of convexity in Euclidean space. There are many structures which share their properties. Among them are convex objects in Euclidean space, convex sets in posets, subsemilattices in a semilattice, and others that are considered in [10] . But the main driving example is a geometrical one: a set of points in Euclidean space equipped with a closure operator of the convex hull. This convex geometry nowadays is called affine convex geometry. Among important problems raised in [10] was the following: Problem 1.1. Describe affine convex geometries, i.e., list the properties which ensure that a finite convex geometry can be represented by convex subsets of some finite point configuration in a finitely dimensional Euclidean space. and D.G. Larman [11] . Already the simplest generalization, two points inside a n-gon on a plane, became a much harder problem, as shown in K. Adaricheva [3] . More recently, K. Adaricheva and M. Wild [7] have shown that some modification of Problem 1.1 is (polynomially) equivalent to the Order Type problem, which is NP-hard, the latter result following from the Universality Theorem of N.E. Mnëv [14] .
A new stage of studies of convex geometries started from the publication of K. Adaricheva, V. Gorbunov and V. Tumanov [5] , when important generalizations were made from the finite case to the infinite one. In that paper some important results were proved with respect to the embedding of finite geometries, treated as finite lattices, into larger lattices, which would inherit some properties one would like to see in the infinite version of convex geometries. In particular, one of the key results of the paper was the finding a universal class for finite convex geometries, i.e. a specific class of convex geometries, which would accept any finite convex geometry as a sub-geometry. That specific class comprises lattices of algebraic subsets of algebraic lattices, which are not necessarily finite. For that reason, the paper has also raised the problem of finding a universal class comprising only finite convex geometries: Problem 1.2. Find a class C of finite convex geometries, such that every finite convex geometry is a sub-geometry of some geometry in C.
One natural candidate for such representation was also indicated in [5] : the class of affine convex geometries. Two similar results were proved, by different methods, in F. Wehrung and M. Semenova [17] and K. Adaricheva [2] , showing that the class of affine convex geometries is universal for finite convex geometries without cycles, a.k.a convex geometries which are lower bounded, if they are treated as lattices. Lower bounded lattices play an important role in lattice theory, especially in the study of free lattices, see monograph R. Freese, J. Ježek and J.B. Nation [12] . Finally, it was shown by K. Kashiwabara, M. Nakamura and Y. Okamoto [13] that every finite convex geometry is a sub-geometry of some affine convex geometry in R n , solving Problem 1.2 in the positive. The two problems above showcase the different types of representation for convex geometries, and the second one is a generalization of the first one. While the first one assumes the isomorphism between lattices of closed sets of convex geometries, the second requires embedding. We note that embedding constitutes the classical algebraic approach to representation problems, allowing a lot of flexibility. To distinguish between the two types of representations for convex geometries, we will call the representation by isomorphism a strong representation, and by embedding a weak representation.
To summarize, we say that the weak representation problem for finite convex geometries is now solved, with respect to at least two universal classes: finite affine convex geometries and lattices of algebraic subsets of algebraic lattices. With respect to the first universal class, the problem of finding the optimal dimension for representation clearly arises: what is the smallest dimension n of space R n such that a given convex geometry is a sub-geometry of affine geometry in R n ? For example, construction in [13] would require n = O(|G|), where G is a ground set of convex geometry. On the other hand, if geometry is without cycles, the construction in [2] would require a smaller dimension: n = O(log(|G|). Recently, M. Richter and L. Rogers [16] established an upper bound for the dimension n of the weak representation of convex geometry by an affine geometry: n ≤ min(|G|, cdim(G)). Here cdim G is a convex dimension of a geometry, a parameter discussed in [10] .
Generally, it would be interesting to characterize convex geometries that can be weakly represented by affine geometries in R n . The necessary condition for such representation, called the n-Carousel rule, was established in K. Adaricheva [1] . It was also shown that it implies the n-Carathéodory property.
As far as the strong representation is concerned, a new idea was introduced by G. Czédli [8] , who suggested using circles rather than points in R 2 for the (strong) representation of convex geometries of the convex dimension 2. Apparently, circles provide much more flexibility for the strong representation of convex geometries. Indeed, affine convex geometries are atomistic, i.e., one-element subsets of the ground set of convex geometry are always convex. This would restrict the possibility of the strong representation by affine geometries to atomistic convex geometries only. Replacing points by circles (or, more commonly, by balls in R n ) removes such restriction for the strong representation. Taking the idea even further, M. Richter and L. Rogers in [16] showed how to use polygons for the strong representation of convex geometries on the plane. In a sense, this is a nice visualization of the Theorem in [10] about compatible orderings of a convex geometry and its parameter cdim. We note though that polygons that appear in this result are not necessarily convex themselves. Also, the relative position of such polygons is very restricted, unlike the case with representation by circles.
In our paper we tackled the problem of representation by circles on a plane, discussed first in [4] . It was natural to venture, after the result of [8] , whether arbitrary convex geometries, in particular, those with cdim > 2, could be strongly represented by circles on a plane.
In this paper, we answer this question in negative, demonstrating an example of convex geometry with cdim = 6, which cannot have such a representation.
Moreover, we prove in Theorem 5.1 that all convex geometries having strong representation by circles on a plane satisfy the property which we call the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule. Indeed, this property is a weakening of the 2-Carousel rule, first introduced in [7] .
Naturally, this brings a question generalizing Problem 1.1, which was first formulated in [4] : Problem 1.3. Is every finite convex geometry (strongly) represented by a convex geometry of balls in R n ?
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce the main concepts and definitions, and provide several statements in the background of our investigation.
In Section 3 we give the outline of the proof of the main Theorem and prove the Weak Carousel property for triangles, a partial case of the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule in the geometry of circles on a plane. The proof of the Weak Carousel property for triangles requires a number of geometrical results which are stated and proved in Section 4.
The appendices keep the illustrations of realizable cases of the location of two circles inside a triangle. The main result, the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule for circles, is proved in Section 5. Examples of affine convex geometry that fail the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule is described in Section 6. We discuss the results and propose the problems for future study in Section 7.
Background
In this section we introduce all necessary definitions and formulate basic statements. The terminology follows [10] . Definition 2.1. Given any set X, a closure operator on X is a mapping ϕ : 2 X → 2 X with the following properties:
Set X will be called a ground set, or a base set for a closure system, the latter being defined as a pair (X, ϕ). We can also associate the closure system with a special family of subsets called an alignment.
Definition 2.2. Given any (finite) set X, an alignment on X is a family F of subsets of X which satisfies two properties:
(
Note that the definition of alignment requires a slight modification, when the ground set is not assumed to be finite. We will consider only finite ground sets within the current paper.
It is well-known that any alignment on a finite ground set forms a lattice, where the meet operation ∧ is the set intersection ∩, and the join operation ∨ is defined as follows:
The following relationships between a closure operator and an alignment could be easily verified. Proposition 2.3. Let X be some finite ground set.
(1) If ϕ is a closure operator on X, then
The correspondences between a closure operator and an alignment on X in items (1) and (2) are inverses of each other.
An implication Y → Z of a closure system (X, ϕ) is a statement that Z ⊆ φ(Y ). A set of such implications is called an implicational basis, if any implication that holds in (X, ϕ) is a logical consequence of the basis. The study of implicational bases of closure systems, and convex geometries in particular is quite active, see K. Adaricheva and J.B. Nation [6] and M. Wild [18] .
We turn now to special properties of a closure operator or alignment, which distinguish convex geometries. Definition 2.4. Closure system (X, ϕ) is called a convex geometry if ϕ is a closure operator on X with additional properties:
Convex geometries could be defined equivalently through an alignment. Definition 2.5. Pair (X, F) is called a convex geometry if F is an alignment on X with additional properties:
Theorem 2.1 in [10] establishes, among other statements, that two above definitions of convex geometry are equivalent.
There is a simple type of alignments whose elements form a chain.
Definition 2.6. An alignment F defined on a set X is called a monotone alignment if there is a total ordering x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n such that {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i } ∈ F for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and these sets are the only elements of F.
It is straightforward to verify that pair (X, F) is always a convex geometry, for any monotone alignment F on X.
Given two alignments F 1 and F 2 defined on the same base set X, an operation of join on these alignments is defined as follows :
The following result was proved as Theorem 5.1 in [10] .
Theorem 2.7. If (X, F 1 ) and (X, F 2 ) are convex geometries, then (X, F 1 ∨ F 2 ) is a convex geometry.
It turns out that an alignment of any convex geometry could be viewed as a join of several monotone alignments [10, Theorem 5.2]:
where L i is a monotone alignment defined on X, for every i ≤ n.
As a consequence, it is of interest to define a parameter associated with convex geometry to represent a minimal number of monotone alignments needed to realize an alignment of convex geometry: Definition 2.9.
[10] Given convex geometry G = (X, F), convex dimension cdim of G is a minimal number of monotone alignments needed to realize F.
The following example remains to be the main driving model of convex geometries. Definition 2.10. An affine convex geometry is a convex geometry C 0 (R n , X) = (X, ch), where X is a set of points in R n and ch is closure operator of relative convex hull, which is defined as follows: for Y ⊆ X, ch(Y ) = CHull(Y ) ∩ X, where CHull is a usual convex hull operator.
Affine convex geometries form a sub-class of atomistic closure systems.
Indeed, for any affine convex geometry G = (X, ch), any x ∈ X is a point in R n and ch({x}) = {x}.
The following generalization from points to circles was suggested in [8] . It can easily be generalized to the balls in R n , but we do not need this generalization in the current paper. Note that points are also considered as circles, whose radii are zero.
Definition 2.12. Consider closure system F = (X, ch c ), where X is a set of circles in R 2 and closure operator ch c is defined as follows: ch c (Y ) = {z ∈ X :z ⊆ CHull(∪ỹ : y ∈ Y )} for Y ⊆ X, where CHull is a usual convex hull operator andx is a set of points in x ∈ X. We call F a geometry of circles on a plane.
Proposition 2.13. [8]
For any finite set of circles X on a plane, the closure system F = (X, ch c ) is a convex geometry.
A geometry of circles on a plane is not atomistic in general. For convex geometry of circles F = (X, ch c ), it is possible that ch c ({x}) = {x, y} for x, y ∈ X that describes a case when circle y is inside circle x.
Important concept for the current paper relates two geometries through the mapping of embedding.
Definition 2.14. Convex geometry
there is a one-to-one map f :
Another way to connect these two geometries is to say that geometry G 1 has a weak representation in G 2 .
If map f is also onto, then we talk about strong representation of G 1 in G 2 , or isomorphism of convex geometries. Such mapping also induces bijection f g between ground sets X and Y , namely, f g (x) = y iff f (φ 1 ({x})) = φ 2 ({y}), where φ 1 and φ 2 are closure operators corresponding to alignments F 1 and F 1 , respectively.
The following definition was introduced in [7] and played a crucial role in [1] . It was shown in the latter paper that it implies the well-known n-Carathéodory property, which describes essential behavior of the convex hull operator in the n-dimensional Euclidean space: if a point x is in the convex hull of set of points S, then it is in the convex hull of some n + 1 points from S. Definition 2.15. A convex geometry (A, ϕ) satisfies the n-Carousel rule if x, y ∈ ϕ(S), S ⊆ A, implies x ∈ ϕ({y, a 1 , . . . , a n }) for some a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ S.
Note that x and y play symmetric roles in the statement, therefore, we simultaneously obtain that y ∈ ϕ({x, b 1 , . . . , b n }) for some b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ S.
In this paper we consider a slight variation of this property, replacing logical conjunction by the disjunction in the conclusion of the statement. Definition 2.16. A convex geometry (A, ϕ) satisfies the Weak n-Carousel rule if x, y ∈ ϕ(S), S ⊆ A, implies either x ∈ ϕ({y, a 1 , . . . , a n }) or y ∈ ϕ({x, a 1 , . . . , a n }) for some a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ S.
If we set n = 2 and |S| = 3, then we can formulate a partial case of the Weak 2-Carousel rule as follows. Definition 2.17. A convex geometry (A, ϕ) satisfies the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule if x, y ∈ ϕ(S), S ⊆ A and |S| = 3, implies either x ∈ ϕ({y, a 1 , a 2 }) or y ∈ ϕ({x, a 1 , a 2 }) for some a 1 , a 2 ∈ S.
To prove Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule for circles, we will first consider special case of the property, when set S consists of points, a.k.a. circles of radii zero. This will result in the following target geometrical statement in section 3. Definition 2.18. A configuration of two circles x and y and a set S of distinct points A, B, C on a plane, not on one line, is said to satisfy the Weak Carousel Property for Triangles, if x, y ∈ ch c ({A, B, C}) implies x ∈ ch c (y, U, V ) or y ∈ ch c (x, U, V ), for some U, V ∈ {A, B, C}.
The Weak Carousel Property for Triangles
In this section we prove that convex geometry of circles on a plane satisfies the Weak Carousel property for Triangles, which is a partial case of the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule. In section 5 we will generalize it to show that the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule also holds in this geometry.
We consider two circles inside a triangle and model their location by their projections on sides of this triangle. Thus, we transform a problem from considering positions of circles to looking at configurations of segments on the sides of triangle.
We find all possible configurations of segments which we reduce to smaller number of cases up to isomorphism. We dismiss some of these cases by proving that a location of circles with any of these projections is not realizable. For this, we prove a number of lemmas, which will be placed in section 4. We show that all other cases are realizable, and the Weak Carousel property for Triangles holds there.
Theorem 3.1. Every configuration of two circles and a set of three distinct points in R 2 , not on one line, satisfies the Weak Carousel property for Triangles.
Note: we will call the Weak Carousel property for Triangles within this and next sections simply the Weak Carousel property, to shorten the notation.
Proof. Consider two circles x and y in a triangle ABC. Circles x and y are projected to segments on sides of ABC. As in the example in Figure 1 , we will be using notation, say, x BC B and x BC C , for edges of a projection of a circle x from vertex A on BC which are closest to B and C, respectively.
Figure 1
There are six possible configurations of projections of x and y on each side of a triangle, when all four end points on each side are distinct. We will consider configurations which allow coincident end points later.
We assign a number i, that takes integer values from 1 to 6, to each configuration of segments on one side of ABC. We illustrate configurations corresponding to values of i in Figure 25 in Appendix A. We assume that x 1 and y 1 in Figure 25 are first in orders x 1 x 2 and in y 1 y 2 respectively in a clockwise walk around ABC, assuming that ABC is in a clockwise order.
We denote a configuration of projections of two circles inside ABC by C jkl , where j, k, l are integer numbers that take values of i and denote a configuration of segments on sides AB, BC, CA, respectively. Say, example from Figure 1 is C 546 .
Six possible configurations for each side produce 216 possible configurations of projections of x and y for ABC. These configurations could be grouped into 38 classes up to isomorphism. First, C jkl , C klj and C ljk are isomorphic since they represent the same triangle with sides rotated clockwise. Second, configurations for a side of ABC assigned by i = 1 and i = 2 are isomorphic since they represent the same configurations with x and y swapped. Similarly, for i = 3 and 4, i = 5 and 6 ( Figure 25) . Say, C 241 is isomorphic to C 124 and C 412 due to the first reason, and C 241 is isomorphic to C 132 due to the second reason. We denote classes by S n , where n takes values from 1 to 38. Say, if C 241 is in class S 4 , then we include 1) C 124 , C 412 ; 2) C 132 ; and 3) C 321 , C 213 , which are isomorphic cases of C 132 . Refer to Appendix B for a full list of grouping 216 configurations in 38 classes.
We start from showing that some of the classes of configurations cannot be realized by placing any two circles into a triangle.
(1) Consider classes S 2 , S 9 , S 25 , S 38 , where projections of circles x and y appear in the same order, on each side of triangle, when moving around ABC clockwise. Say, projections of y may appear "strictly later" than projections of x: when moving from A to B one would meet x AB A before y AB A , and x AB B before y AB B , similarly, when moving from B to C and from C to A. Figure 3 illustrates a configuration C 222 as an example from class S 2 . Take tangent lines to x, connecting the first edge point of each x-projection, which we meet when we walk around ABC clockwise, with the opposite vertex of ABC (See Figure 2) . Then, circle x is inscribed into A B C formed by these three lines. It follows from assumption that y is inside A B C . Moreover, y should have points in each of three disjoint areas of A B C , whose union is ABC\x. Then due to Corollary 4.2, the case is dismissed as impossible for realization.
Configurations from classes S 9 , S 25 , S 38 are dismissed using similar argument. Now consider the remaining classes of configurations. We illustrate realizations of nondismissed configurations by a representative from each of classes S 1 , S 3 , S 7 , S 11 , S 16 , S 19 , S 23 , S 27 , S 29 , S 33 , S 37 in Appendix C. Realizations of configurations from other classes are symmetric to those illustrated. Say, configurations C 125 from S 7 and C 126 from S 8 are symmetric. So, we consider {S 7 , S 8 } as a combination of classes representing symmetric realizations. Similarly, {S 3 , S 4 }, {S 11 , S 14 }, {S 16 Thus, cases that are not dismissed are all realizable. We now want to show that in all these realizable cases the Weak Carousel property holds.
We will need the following observation to guarantee placement of circle y with respect to placement of x. Lemma 3.2. Let x, y be two circles inside ABC which form configuration C jkl , 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ 6 with respect to projections to sides AB, BC and CA, respectively. Consider tangent lines (Ax We list here the conditions that hold for given configurations: C 121 from S 1 - (1), (3), (4); C 123 from S 3 -(3),(4); C 125 from S 7 -(1),(3); C 133 from S 11 -(4); C 136 from S 16 -(2); C 163 from S 19 -(3); C 165 from S 23 -(1),(3); C 335 from S 29 -(1); C 365 from S 33 -(1),(3); C 565 from S 37 -(1), (3) .
It leaves only S 27 , for which none of the sufficient conditions (1)- (4) holds. So we consider this case separately. Here the projections of y on each side of ABC are strictly inside of respective projections of x. Refer to Figure 33 for particular realization of this configuration. We note that y can be located anywhere inside hexagon formed by 6 tangent lines to circle x from A, B, C. If y has no intersection with area w N defined in Lemma 4.4, then y ∈ ch c (x, A, C).
If y is located so that it has non-empty intersection with area w N , then by Corollary 4.2, y would have no intersection with area w AC , which is disjoint from w N outside x and inside ACN . In particular, no intersection with area w M ⊆ w AC in the corner of hexagon next to point M = (Bx x, A, B) . We conclude that, in any case, y is in the closure of x and two vertices of ABC, which is needed. Now, we consider configurations when circles x and y may have coincident projection points. We prove the property when x and y have at least one common tangent line through one of the vertices, say, projection points x Let w 1 and w 2 be two disjoint areas in ABN . By Corollary 4.2, x may have intersection with only one of areas w 1 , w 2 . If x is in ABN \w 2 as in Figure  11 , then x ∈ ch c ({y, A, B}). If x is in ABN \w 1 as in Figure 12 , then x ∈ ch c ({y, B, C}). Indeed, w 2 ⊆ CHull(ỹ ∪ {C}) by Lemma 4.4, see Figure 10 Proof. Let F be the center of circle y. Suppose the distance from F to line (AB) is less than or equal to the distance from F to line (AC). Then y is inside another circle g, with center F and tangent line (AB); moreover, g ⊆ ∠BAC, see Figure 15 . Let circle s share with g its touching point Q ∈ (AB), and let it have its center O s on ray [A, O p ), where O p is the center of circle p. Then g ⊆ s; moreover, circle s is inscribed into ∠BAC.
Figure 15
Note that circle s is always homothetic to circle p, with the center of homothety A and the coefficient of homothety k = |AOs| |AOp| . There are two possibilities: (1) k > 1, in which case s does not have any point of intersection with w 1 , see Figure  16 . Indeed, if point E is inside s and belongs to w 1 , then there should be point E inside p and homothetic to E. Then E ∈ [A, E], hence, E is also in w 1 , which contradicts the assumption that w 1 is outside p. Figure 18 . Then any circle y ⊆ ABC cannot have non-empty intersections with both areas w 1 , w 2 .
Proof. Since y is inside ∠BAC, one can apply Lemma 4.1 and claim, that if y has a point in area w 1 , then y ⊆ CHull(p ∪ {A}), therefore, y does not have common points with w 2 .
Figure 18
The following couple lemmas are elementary statements from plane geometry. We provide the proofs for completeness. Lemma 4.3. Suppose s is a circle inscribed in ∠A < π. Circle s divides ∠A in two disjoint areas w 1 and w 2 . Then, any non-parallel tangent lines: to any point of s on the border with w 1 and to any point of s on the border with w 2 -intersect in a point outside the interior area of ∠A.
Figure 19
Figure 20
Proof. Call the lines forming angle ∠A as (AA 1 ) and (AA 2 ). Let (CC 1 ) be a tangent line to s at a point N which is located on the border of s with w 1 . Let points of intersection of (CC 1 ) with (AA 1 ) and (AA 2 ) be N 1 and N 2 respectively. Denote by M the other end point of a diameter starting at N , see Figure 19 . Since the border of s with w 1 is a strictly smaller arc of s than the arc of border with w 2 , point M belongs the latter arc. Let (BB 1 ) be a tangent line to s which touches s at some point on the border with w 2 . We will fix (CC 1 ), and will treat line (BB 1 ) as rotating from its initial position as line (AA 1 ) and toward position when it is parallel to line (CC 1 ), so that the touching point with s moves from N 1 to M . If O denotes the point of intersection of (BB 1 ) and (CC 1 ) as on Figure 20 , then O moves from initial location at N 1 along the ray [N 1 ) of (CC 1 ), which does not contain point N .
Similarly, if (BB 1 ) starts as (AA 2 ) and rotates as the touching point with s moves from N 2 to M , point O moves from N 2 along the ray [N 2 ) of line (CC 1 ), which does not contain point N .
Thus, the point of intersection of tangent lines (BB 1 ) and (CC 1 ) is always outside the interior area of ∠A. We claim that any two tangent lines touching circle at two points on the smaller arc (B 1 B 2 ) intersect inside B 1 BB 2 . In particular, we get N inside this triangle. In order to prove the claim, one could fix one of the tangent lines, say at point U on the smaller arc (B 1 B 2 ). Touching point of line (Ax (1) or (2), y cannot avoid intersecting with w AC . Indeed, otherwise, y ⊆ CHull(x ∪ {B}), and projection of y onto AC would be inside projection of x onto AC, which contradicts the assumption in cases (1) and (2) . Therefore, y ∩ w N = ∅ and y ∈ ch c (x, A, C).
Evidently, w N ⊆ Ax Proof. Consider circles x, y, a, b, c ∈ F such that x, y ∈ ch c ({a, b, c}). Thenx,ỹ ⊆ CHull(ã ∪b ∪c), see Figure 22 .
If CHull(ã ∪b ∪c) = CHull(ã ∪b), then conclusion of the statement obviously holds. Thus, we may assume that none of the circles is in the convex hull of two others.
Draw common tangent lines to pairs of circles a, b, c to obtain a triangle where circles are inscribed into three angles, let the vertices of triangle be A, B and C. Denote w A , w B , w C disjoint areas inside ∆ABC and outside CHull(ã ∪b ∪c), as shown on the picture. Then ch c ({a, b, c}) = CHull{A, B, C}\(w A ∪ w B ∪ w C ), sox,ỹ ⊆ CHull{A, B, C}.
By Theorem 3.1, either x is in a convex hull of two points from S and y, or y is in a convex hull of two points from S and x.
Say,ỹ ⊆ CHull(x ∪ {B, C}). Apparently, y ∩ w B = ∅ = y ∩ w C , and CHull(x ∪ {B, C}) \ (w B ∪ w C ) ⊆ CHull(x ∪b ∪c). Therefore,ỹ ⊆ CHull(x ∪b ∪c), or y ∈ ch c ({x, b, c}), which is needed.
It follows that the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule holds for convex geometry of circles.
Example of convex geometry that is not representable by circles
We borrow examples of convex geometries in this section from [1] . To simplify notation, sets of points {x, y, z} will be denoted simply xyz etc.
Consider an example of affine convex geometry G = (X, F ), where X = {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , x, y} is a set of points on a plane as shown in Figure 23 . Then, F = P(X)\{a 0 a 1 a 2 , a 0 a 2 x, a 0 a 1 y, a 0 a 1 a 2 x, a 0 a 1 a 2 y}.
Figure 23
Consider G = (X, F), where F = F ∪{a 0 a 2 x, a 0 a 1 y} = P(X)\{a 0 a 1 a 2 , a 0 a 1 a 2 x, a 0 a 1 a 2 y}. It could be directly checked from Definition 2.2 that F satisfies the properties of alignments on ground set X. Initial alignment F satisfies the required properties since G is affine convex geometry. All subsets of added sets are already in F , in particular their intersections with other sets from F are also in F. Moreover, one-point extensions for both new sets exist in F . So, G is, indeed, a convex geometry.
From [1] , G = (X, F) does not satisfy the 2-Carousel rule. It was shown in [1] that convex geometries failing n-Carousel rule could not be weakly represented by affine convex geometries in R n . So, G could not be weakly represented by affine convex geometries in R 2 . Now, we show that G does not also satisfy the Weak 2-Carousel rule. Let ϕ : 2 X → 2 X be a corresponding closure operator for alignment F on X. Then, x, y ∈ ϕ(a 0 a 1 a 2 ) since ϕ(a 0 a 1 a 2 ) = X. Moreover, ϕ(a i a j x) = a i a j x and ϕ(a i a j y) = a i a j y, for i, j = 0, 1, 2.
It follows that neither x nor y is in the closure of the other together with any two members of {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 }. Hence, G does not satisfy the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule, and thus, it also fails the Weak 2-Carousel rule.
We prove in Section 5 that any geometry of circles satisfies the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule (Theorem 5.1). Therefore, G cannot be represented by circles on a plane. Remark 6.1. The given example is minimal in the cardinality of the base set as well as the cardinality of its alignment, for which the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule fails.
Indeed, the failure of the rule assumes that we have at least 5 elements in the base set with x, y ∈ ϕ(a 0 a 1 a 2 ), while a closure of any of x, y with two points among a 0 , a 1 , a 2 will not contain second point. Given example is a closure system defined by just one implication a 0 a 1 a 2 → xy, in other words, there are only three subsets of the base set: {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 }, {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , x} and {a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , y} -for which the closure is strictly larger than itself. The alignment of any other closure system with five elements and implication a 0 a 1 a 2 → xy will be a subset of alignment of above example, and it should have more implications in its basis. It is easy to verify that, with any other implication in the basis, one of implications xa i a j → y or ya i a j → x will also hold in the closure system.
Concluding Remarks
We demonstrated an example of convex geometry of cdim = 6 that fails the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule and therefore could not be represented by circles on a plane. This convex geometry fails the 2-Carousel property, so it is also not weakly represented by affine convex geometries on a plane ( [1] ). Hence, we ask the following problem: Problem 7.1. Is every convex geometry of cdim = 3, 4 or 5 strongly represented by a geometry of circles on a plane?
Similarly, we do not know whether such geometries have a weak representation on a plane.
Since we showed the existence of geometries that are not strongly representable by circles in R 2 , we would like to consider higher dimensions of space. Therefore, we ask the following: Problem 7.2. Can every finite convex geometry be strongly represented by balls in R n ?
In [16] , parameter dim(G) for convex geometry G indicates the smallest dimension n of space R n , for which a weak representation of G exists. Similarly, we can define dim c (G), a smallest dimension of space for which the strong representation by circles exists. Problem 7.3. For any geometry G that has strong representation by the balls, is it true that dim c (G) ≤ dim(G)?
Consider an example of a convex geometry G for which dim c (G) < dim(G). Take a convex geometry of circles with elements of the base set x, y, A, B, C as in Figure 27 . Then, of course, the Weak 2 × 3-Carousel rule holds, but the 2-Carousel property fails, because x ∈ ch c (y, A, B) ∪ ch c (y, B, C) ∪ ch c (y, A, C). Then, according to the result of [1] , this convex geometry does not have a weak representation by points on a plane. Therefore, dim c (G) = 2 < dim(G).
Even in cases when dim c (G) = dim(G), the weak representation may imply the need for a larger base of geometry G for the weak representation. For example, consider atomistic convex geometry on the base set X = {a, b, x, y} defined by a single implication ab → xy. Then it has a weak representation by points and strong representation by circles, both on a plane. But a geometry of points on a plane G for a weak representation will require at least 5 points in the base set. Figure 24 shows its representation by circles on a plane. It is easy to check that this geometry cannot be strongly represented by affine convex geometry on a plane (Points representing x and y should be on one line between points representing a and b, but in this case x is in a closure of, say, {a, y} and y is in a closure of {b, x} (or, similarly, with a and b switched), which is not true for the geometry defined by ab → xy). It can be verified that this geometry may still be weakly presented by a 5-point configuration on the plane.
Figure 24
Finally, we note that the geometry of circles introduced in [8] can be generalized to geometry based on other convex 2-dimensional shapes. Namely, the following statement follows the same proof as [8, Proposition 2.1].
Proposition 7.4. Consider bounded convex shapes on a plane whose borders are defined by family of equations f (u, v) = 0, with finitely many parameters and smooth function f , such that finitely many points on the curve may recover the parameters fully. Take finitely many of such shapes defined by equations from the same family, and define the closure operator on this base set similar to ϕ c for circles. Then the closure system will be a convex geometry.
For circles, f (u, v) = u 2 + v 2 − r 2 with parameter r, and three points on the curve recover parameter r. For ellipse, f (u, v) = The result is not true in general, though, for the shapes whose border is not smooth: for example, it will fail for polygons. Related results in case of segments were established in [2] .
Further generalizations for representation of convex geometries by (convex) shapes can be foreseen in the future, and we may consider them in our follow-up paper.
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